This Is The Hiking And Camping Section.

INSERT A "Jardine.html"- This hiking trail is also popular with bicycle enthusiast.
Describes a trail and shows a 3200 year old juniper tree in lush green
Logan Canyon, in northernmost Utah. Dorothy - You're not in Kansas
anymore !

INSERT B Dinosaur National Monument, Utah- "The Jones Hole Trail". Be
prepared- summers are very hot, winters quite frigid. This is a long hike
with a lot of solitude - and beauty! (page name - "notwaikiki.html").

INSERTS C and D "Blackcanyon.html" and "Blkcanyon2.html" - Trails vary considerably
in how strenuous they are. These two pages have images of a very
beautiful national park - "Black Canyon of The Gunnison National
Park". I express my thoughts about the rim roads, two of the four trails I
hiked, and three campsites. Image locations listed on page 5.

INSERT E -

These strange rocks, near Hanksville, Utah, often look haunting and
lifelike. (thegoblins.html)

INSERT E2 These are High Country Hiking Trails near Salt Lake City, Utah that lead
to beautiful alpine lakes. (page name -" piggy.html")

INSERT F "rockyplaces.html"- This is about a National Reserve in Idaho
frequented by rock climbers. It is hot in summer and very chilly in
winter. This page also mentions a desert park in Colorado, and shows an
image of a bizarre rock along right side of page.

INSERT G "pricecanyon.html" - These pictures are much better than the original
ones. I wanted to show the trail and describe the hike. The scenery is
gorgeous! The campsite has, fortunately, not been spoiled yet by modern
conveniences. It is primitive.

INSERT H "dinosaur.html" - These images, taken near a primitive campsite, are of
a nice trail in one of the quieter areas of "Dinosaur National Monument".
For more on Dinosaur- access page 3 or 5 from "index.html"(page 1).
NOTE: At top of page 3 (another section of website) is an image taken

at the end of a short trail that started at the northernmost terminus of a
scenic drive that headed towards the Harpers Corner area of the park.

INSERT I That's this page. "Grand Teton National Park", Wyoming, is a busy park,
but the "Valley Trail" (top of list page), is quiet, colorful, and wooded. A
moderately difficult trail with some open vistas, this spot was about 2½
miles from the trailhead.

Want more trails? See photo listings near top of page 5 for listings or go
to the "Stella" (stella.html) section. For Florida trails go to the Artsy 2
section (artsy2.html). This article and articles on each page listed in this
section written by Robert Pear - Freelance Photographer.
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